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COMMENTS SUBMITTED TO
THE RURAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

ON THE
PROTECTION OF WILD MAMMALS (SCOTLAND) BILL

BY ADVOCATES FOR ANIMALS

1. INTRODUCTION:

Advocates for Animals fully supports the Protection of Wild Mammals (Scotland)
Bill, which will provide long overdue protection for wild mammals.  Whilst some
legislation does exist to protect wildlife, the cruel and barbaric practice of deliberately
using dogs to chase, terrify, attack, cause suffering to and kill wild mammals is still
legal.  Indeed, were such treatment to be inflicted on domestic animals like the cat or
dog, the perpetrators would be universally condemned for their activities and quite
properly prosecuted in a court of law for cruelty to animals.

Therefore, in a modern and civilised Scotland, this intolerable treatment of wild
mammals must not be allowed to continue.  Opinion polls reveal that the majority of
the Scottish people, both urban and rural, wish to see hunting with dogs banned.

The Protection of Wild Mammals (Scotland) Bill will end this cruelty and suffering
inflicted on wild mammals whilst at the same time, enabling the control of wild
mammals, when necessary to continue.

Since it was introduced in the Scottish Parliament by Mike Watson MSP in March
2000, there has been considerable scaremongering and mischief making by those
opposed to the Bill.  In particular, in relation to the effect it will have on various
activities.  In Section 2 below, we take the opportunity to correct some of this
misinformation.

The Countryside Alliance and its supporters, including Conservative members of the
Scottish Parliament have even claimed that the Bill will result in the loss of 3,000 to
14,000 jobs.  Others have spoken about the “Highland clearances all over again.”
Such ridiculous claims have now been exposed following the publication of the report
for the Scottish Executive by the Macaulay Land Use Research Institute – “Economic
Impacts of a Ban on Hunting with Dogs in Scotland” which reveals that less than 300
jobs may be lost.  But this number is highly questionable, for the reasons given in
Section 4 of this submission.

We are aware that our comments should be made on the Bill "as introduced."
However, the Rural Affairs Committee was given amendments to the Bill by
Mike Watson MSP when he came before it on 4 April 2000. At this meeting,
Cathy Peattie MSP, a member of the Rural Affairs Committee when commenting on
the submitted amendments said:

Any of us who are involved with bills in other committees will recall
that issues have arisen almost as soon as bills have been printed.  We
have dealt with those issues by suggesting amendments for stage 2.
Surely the structure of the process in which we are engaged is about
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taking some of those issues on board.  I welcome the fact that Mike
Watson has flagged up these amendments – when we are gathering
evidence, witnesses will raise some of the issues the amendments seek
to address and we will be able to take them into consideration.  I think
that, already, it is fairly usual in this Parliament for amendments to be
considered shortly after a bill has been published.

Regrettably, for whatever reason one or two Liberal Democrat MSPs, have
argued that the Bill is “flawed” just because Mike Watson has tabled two
amendments.  We would point out that there were three marshalled lists of
amendments for Stage 2 of the Abolition of Feudal Tenure etc. (Scotland) Bill.
In the first list of amendments the Minister responsible for the Bill, Jim
Wallace, tabled 128 amendments to his own Bill.  In the second list for Stage 2,
he tabled a further 81 amendments and in the third list he tabled another 39
amendments.

This is a modern Parliament and the people of Scotland expects its
parliamentary system to be flexible as well as open and democratic.  Like
Cathy Peattie MSP, we believe that the Rural Affairs Committee should take
due account of the proposed amendments as well as making reference to them
when reporting to the Scottish Parliament on the Bills general principles.

2. THE PROTECTION OF WILD MAMMALS (SCOTLAND) BILL:

• Section 1 - Prohibitions and Offences:

This section creates the offence of "deliberately" or intentionally hunting a wild
mammal with a dog and prohibits it.  This section will end the abuse of wild
mammals mentioned in the Introduction.  It will outlaw for example hunts, mounted
or otherwise, which use dogs to pursue, attack and kill wild mammals, hare coursing
and the use of terriers underground.

The prosecution in any case brought under this Act will have to prove beyond
reasonable doubt (the tougher criminal burden of proof) that an offence had been
committed by the accused.  By contrast, the defence will be required to prove on the
balance of probabilities (the civil burden of proof) that the accused was either
innocent of the offence altogether, or that their activity fell under one of the
exemptions listed in Section’s 2 or 3 of the Bill.

The "Explanatory Notes" (paragraph 7) to the Bill, make it clear that under various
statutes, words in the singular generally include the plural.  Therefore "a dog" unless
specified can mean more than one dog.

Those opposed to the Bill have claimed that innocent dog walkers will be affected by
the Bill if their dogs take off after a wild mammal.  This is untrue.  Innocent dog
walkers have nothing to fear from this Bill.  The Bill makes it clear that the action of
setting a dog on a wild mammal must be deliberate.  It has also been claimed by those
who participate in ‘rough shooting’ that if their dogs “unintentionally” chase a wild
mammal they too will be affected by the bill.  Again untrue, it is only if it is
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“deliberate”.  In addition, the amendment given to the Rural Affairs Committee
allows rabbits to be taken by dogs.

• Section 2 - Exception: Control and Protection of Species:

This section lays out the circumstances under which individuals or organisations -
under licence - will be permitted to stalk or flush a wild mammal using dogs in order
for that animal to be shot without being subject to the legislation.  It also enables an
occupier of land (or an individual acting with the occupier's permission) - without the
need for a licence - to use a single dog above ground to hunt a rabbit or rodent, or to
flush a fox or a hare to be shot.

The Scottish Hill Packs Association (SHPA) and its supporters have claimed that their
activities of using dogs to flush foxes from cover to be shot by marksmen will be
brought to an end by this Bill.  It is clear that this is not the case, the only difference
being that as introduced the Bill requires that gun packs be in possession of a licence.

It has also been claimed that the Bill will ban rough shooting.  Where more than one
dog is used by for example, a shooting party, the Bill will require the need for a
licence.  Other than that, rough shooting will not be affected.

Those that use birds of prey to kill rabbits claim their activities will be halted by the
Bill.  Untrue.  A dog can be used by falconers to flush out rabbits to be taken by birds
of prey.

The amendment which has been submitted to the Rural Affairs Committee will
remove the licensing requirement where more than one dog is used.  It allows more
than one dog to flush out hares and rabbits (above ground) to be taken by birds of
prey.  It also makes it clear that where appropriate, the species being hunted can be
eaten.

• Section 3 - Exception: Retrieval and Location:

This section makes exceptional provision for the use of a dog above ground to locate
and retrieve certain wild mammals under stipulated conditions.  These include where
a wild mammal is seriously injured so that it can, once located, either be captured,
treated or shot in order to relieve its suffering.

• Section 4 - Arrest, Search and Seizure:

This section provides for the power of arrest if a police officer believes that a person
has committed, is committing, or is about to commit an offence under this Act.

It also provides powers for a police officer to search a person, their vehicle, or their
property (with the exception of their dwelling house), without a warrant, provided he
suspects with reasonable cause that evidence relating to an offence under this Act is
likely to be found.
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A police officer may also seize an article, animal, or vehicle which he believes may
be evidence in connection with an offence under the terms of this Act, or which may
form part of a confiscation order.

It should be noted that Scottish Common Law does not provide for a general power of
arrest.  Section 4 uses a familiar form to provide the enforcement powers which this
Act requires.

• Section 5 - Proceedings and Penalties:

This section lays out the punishments if a person or body corporate contravenes the
Act as well as outlining proceedings relating to the prosecution.

It has been claimed that the penalties under the Bill are too severe.  This is untrue.
The penalties are standard and in line with similar legislation.

• Section 6 - Disqualification Orders:

This section makes provision to enable the courts to issue orders relating to the means
by which the offender engaged in hunting in contravention of the Act, so that if
necessary, action can be taken to prevent the offender from carrying out such
activities in the future.

• Section 7 - Meaning of Expressions:

This section clarifies some of the terms contained within the Bill.

The proposed amendment to the Bill which was given to the Rural Affairs Committee
will place rodents outside the protection of the Bill by altering the definition of "wild
mammal," namely: "wild mammal includes a wild mammal which has escaped, or
been released, from captivity, and any mammal which is living wild; but it does not
include a rodent."

• Section 8 - Consequentials:

Existing legislation which will be affected by the Bill on becoming law is listed in an
accompanying schedule.

• Section 9 - Short Title and Commencement:

The Act will be cited as the Protection of Wild Mammals Act 2000 and will come into
force two months from the day it receives Royal Assent.
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3.   THE FACTS ABOUT HUNTING WITH DOGS

• The Mounted Fox-Hunts:

Currently there are ten mounted fox-hunts operating in Scotland - the Berwickshire,
the Duke of Buccleuch, Dumfriesshire, Eglinton, Fife, Jedforest, Lanarkshire and
Renfrewshire, Lauderdale, Liddesdale and Kincardineshire.  Nine of the hunts are
registered with the Master of Foxhounds Association and the tenth, (the
Kincardineshire) is unregistered.  They hunt either two or three days each week
accompanied by hunt followers either on foot or by car.  'Terrier men' also accompany
the hunt in case a fox goes to ground.  On average each fox-hunt keeps approximately
40 dogs.  These hounds are bred for stamina, not speed.  The activities of the mounted
fox-hunts which use dogs to chase, attack and kill wild mammals will be brought to
an end by the Protection of Wild Mammals (Scotland) Bill.

The hunters claim to care about the welfare of their hounds but yet thousands of
hounds are destroyed by hunt kennel staff in the UK every year.  They are killed at
only 6-7 years old - less than half their normal life expectancy.  This is not normally
done for welfare reasons, but because the hounds have not made the grade, are too old
for hunting or show signs of disinterest in the 'sport.'  This shows a disregard for the
lives of their own animals.  In the past, offers from the RSPCA to assist with
rehoming former hunting hounds have been rejected by hunts.  This makes a mockery
of the hunter's argument that there would be no alternative but to destroy the majority
of the hounds if hunting was banned.

The main hunting season is from November until April, which means that many
heavily-pregnant and nursing vixens are hunted.  However in August, prior to the
main hunting season, the hunters commence 'cub-hunting.'

• Cub-hunting:

The purpose of cub-hunting is to take young, inexperienced hounds out with older
hounds prior to the start of the season in order to 'blood' them and allow them to get
the taste for chasing and killing foxes.  Their quarry is the fox-cubs born in the spring
and now six-months old.

During the early hours of the morning, the hunt, aware of the location of a family of
foxes - say in a wood - surround it with horses and riders.  The huntsman takes the
hounds into the wood to chase and kill the cubs.  If a cub breaks from the wood, the
riders chase it back.  A former master of fox-hounds provides an insight into the end
of a typical cub-hunt.  The cubs, he said:

continued to blunder about in a kind of terrified daze at the strange
petrifying invasion of their quiet sanctuary, and it was not long before
they were literally driven into the very mouths of the hounds, and torn
up piecemeal, despite the valiant efforts of the vixen to distract the
attention of the pack by leaving the covert upwind in the hope that her
stronger scent would draw hounds away.

(Captain Robert Churchward - Against Hunting, a symposium)
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It is also known that many fox-cubs are dug out from their earths and either given to
the hounds or savaged where they lie.

• The Chase:

After weeks of training, the hounds are ready for the main hunting season and at the
beginning of November, fox-hunting begins in earnest. During the early hours of the
morning, an 'earth stopper' may have been out to block up the entrances to known fox
earths in the area that is to be hunted.  The fox, being a nocturnal animal, returns after
spending the night searching for food only to discover that it is unable to find refuge
underground and therefore has to lie up above ground.  Prior to the chase, hounds are
sent in to flush out the fox.  The terrified animal runs for its life and is either caught
and savaged to death by the pack of hounds, finds a refuge underground or escapes.
The chase can be brief but can also last several hours.

When a fox is killed by hounds, the animal's head (mask), feet and tail (brush) are
often removed as trophies.

Hunters have asserted that foxes taken above ground are killed with a quick nip to the
back or neck from the lead hound in the pack, breaking the fox's spine.  However,
post-mortem, photographic and eye-witness evidence shows that foxes can sustain
appalling injuries as they are savagely killed by dogs.  A recent veterinary report
showed multiple wounds to the rear quarters of a young fox that was lucky enough to
escape and be taken for treatment.  (The Veterinary Record, 27 February 1999).
In the findings of the "Burns Inquiry" - Report of the Committee of Inquiry into
Hunting with Dogs in England and Wales to the Secretary of State for the Home
Department, published in June 2000, the Committee found that:

in the case of the killing of a fox by hounds above ground, death is not
always effected by a single bite to the neck or shoulders by the leading
hound resulting in the dislocation of the cervical vertebrae.  In a
proportion of cases it results from massive injuries to the chest and vital
organs.  There is a lack of firm scientific evidence about the effect on
the welfare of a fox of being closely pursued, caught and killed above
ground by hounds.  We are satisfied, nevertheless, that this experience
seriously compromises the welfare of the fox.  (See Section 7 of these
comments "Animal Welfare" page 19)

Where a fox has found refuge underground, the hunt, in an attempt to either
force the animal to run for its life once more or keep it under attack so that it
can be dug out and shot, will introduce terriers into the refuge.

• The Use of Terriers:

Terriers are specifically used by the hunt for foxes that have gone to ground.  The
terrier dogs are put down the earth by their owners in an attempt to 'bolt' the fox and
force it to run for its life again.  If the fox refuses to move, perhaps because it is
physically incapable (or is defending its cubs), then the terriers keep it under attack
thereby allowing the terrier men to dig down to it.  Often a subterranean battle
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between the fox and terrier takes place which can result in serious injuries for both
dog and fox.  When the fox is exposed it is either shot or forced to run for its life
again past the waiting hounds.

It has been claimed that “hard dogs” (those that are keen to fight) are not used by
terriermen.  This is untrue.  These dogs are also traded openly.

On terrier work, the "Burns Inquiry" confirmed “that fights do sometimes occur
during digging-out or bolting…..”.  One of the four foxes post-mortemed for the
Inquiry by the University of Bristol, which had been dug out, had “suffered injuries to
its face, head, neck and eye”.

The Inquiry were satisfied:

that the activity of digging out and shooting a fox involves a serious
compromise of its welfare, bearing in mind the often protracted nature
of the process and the fact that the fox is prevented from escaping.
(See Section 7 of these comments "Animal Welfare" page 20)

• Hare Coursing:

The hare population in Britain has declined dramatically over the years.  In some
areas they have disappeared altogether and this once abundant wild creature is now a
rare sight in some parts of the UK.

There are two basic types of hare-coursing practised in Scotland:

1. Static coursing in which hares are driven onto a particular
field by beaters.

2. ‘Walk-up’ or ‘rough’ coursing in which a line of coursers
and supporters walk across the countryside flushing out
hares as they proceed.

Very few organised hare-coursing events take place in Scotland, the main one being
the 'Scottish National'.  The aim of hare-coursing is for two dogs (usually greyhounds)
to compete against each other in the pursuit of their quarry.  Hares can be driven over
a distance of half-a-mile into the coursing field by individuals known as ‘beaters’.
Once there the dogs, straining at the leash, are released by the ‘slipper’ who gives the
hare a recommended start of about 80 yards (although sometimes it is less).  The
already tired hare then has to run for its life.  Points are awarded to each dog
according to its ability to turn the hare which may or may not escape.  When both
dogs catch the quarry, the hare can become a living rope in a tug-of-war as it is pulled
and torn between the two dogs.

Supporters of coursing say that the hare is always killed instantly and the Countryside
Alliance claim “it is not cruel.”  Time and again these comments have been proved to
be nothing more than lies.  The hare’s agony may last several minutes, depending on
how quickly the handlers reach the dogs.  At this point the hare is more often than not
still alive and screaming.  It is then taken from the dogs and its neck broken.
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A reporter from the Belfast Telegraph who had never seen hare-coursing before
attended the annual meeting of the Dungannon and District Coursing Club.
Afterwards he stated:

Having seen it, and while making all allowances for rural traditions and
sensibilities, it is the stuff of nightmares.  The cries of a hare, caught in
the jaws of a greyhound, is a sound that stays in the mind a long time.
Games with victims are no games at all.

The "Burns Inquiry" after reviewing the evidence on hare coursing found that:

being pursued, caught and killed by dogs during coursing seriously
compromises the welfare of the hare.  It is clear moreover, that, if the
dog or dogs catch the hare, they do not always kill it quickly.  There
can also sometimes be a significant delay, in "driven" coursing, before
the "picker up" reaches the hare and dispatches it (if it is not already
dead).  In the case of "walked up" coursing, the delay is likely to be
even longer.  (See Section 7 of these comments "Animal Welfare"
page 21)

• Mink-Hunting:

When otters received legal protection in 1978, the few remaining packs of otter
hounds were then used to hunt mink.  There are now around a dozen packs of mink-
hounds (none based in Scotland) which hunt from March to September, thus spanning
the breeding period of the mink.  Followed by supporters on foot, the dogs search the
river for the scent of a mink.  Most often the mink, will seek refuge either in a hole or
a tree.  The hunters then attempt to dig out or dislodge the mink using terriers, spades
or sticks.  If the mink hides in the branches of a tree, hunt supporters may shake the
tree, or may poke the mink with sticks or throw stones in an effort to dislodge it.

The "Burns Inquiry" in their report on mink-hunting with hounds found that:

being closely pursued, caught and killed by hounds, or being dug out or
bolted, seriously compromises the welfare of the mink.

Although there are no longer any mink-hunts based in Scotland, it is known that on
occasion they do visit Scotland.  The last known visit by such a hunt was in July
1999, when the Dove Valley Mink-Hounds from Derbyshire hunted on the River
Eden, near Cupar, Fife.

In its search for mink, the hunt used spades, metal rods and sticks and destroyed large
parts of the banks of the River Eden.  Locals in the area expressed concern at the
activities of the hunt and their fears that otters, a protected species under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 and the Wild Mammals (Protection) Act 1986, also
resident in the river, could be killed or seriously injured.
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• The Scottish Hill Packs Association:

The Scottish Hill Packs Association (SHPA) consists of four fell fox-hound gun packs
and one terrier gun pack.  They are the Lochaber and Sunart Hounds, the Atholl and
Breadalbane Hounds, the Argyll and District Hounds, the Three Straths Hounds, and
the Caithness and District Terrier Pack.

The SHPA use the hounds to flush foxes from cover above ground to waiting guns
where they are then shot by experienced marksmen.  These activities will not be
affected by the Protection of Wild Mammals (Scotland) Bill but the SHPA's use of
terriers underground will be brought to an end.

As mentioned earlier, the terrier dogs are put down the earth by their owners in an
attempt to 'bolt' the fox.  If the fox refuses to move, then the terriers keep it under
attack until, where possible, it can be dug out.  However, often a subterranean battle
between the fox and terrier takes place which can result in serious injuries to both dog
and fox.

Again as stated earlier, it has been claimed that “hard dogs” (those that are keen to
fight) are not used by those involved in terrier work.  This is untrue.  These dogs are
also traded openly.

In the area in which the SHPA operate, often the terrier has to be introduced into a
rock cairn or the crevices of a bare rock outcrop.  If the terrier refuses to withdraw or
gets stuck, then it will be impossible to dig to it by hand and the site will also on many
occasions be inaccessible for machinery.  Unless the dog frees itself, then it will
starve to death.

• Gamekeepers:

Gamekeepers on occasion also put terriers underground and therefore the comments
on the use of terriers by the SHPA above also applies.

According to the Macaulay Land Use Research Institute, 12% of gamekeepers total
"vermin control measures" involve the use of terriers.  When banned, landowners will
direct more effort to other forms of fox control, including shooting and where the
terrain permits, lamping.
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4.   THE RURAL ECONOMY AND JOBS:

There has been considerable exaggeration by the Countryside Alliance and other pro-
hunt supporters over the damage which will be caused to the rural economy and jobs
were hunting with dogs banned.  For example, they claimed that anywhere between
3,000 and 14,000 jobs would be lost if there was a ban on foxhunting with hounds.

In June 2000, the Macaulay Land Use Research Institute (MLURI) published the
findings of its study into the likely economic impacts the Protection of Wild Mammals
(Scotland) Bill when enacted, might have on the rural economy and jobs.

The intention of the study, commissioned by the Scottish Executive, was to "provide
factual and impartial information to help inform the debate."  Unfortunately, the
MLURI relied entirely for its information on those who have a major interest in
seeing the Bill defeated.  No one in support of the Bill was approached, not even the
Bill's sponsor or co-sponsor.  MLURI accepted as fact the information provided to it
by those with most to lose from a ban and made no rigorous efforts to thoroughly
check the authenticity of the claims being made, other than through
surveys/questionnaires followed by face-to-face or telephone interviews.

• The Mounted Fox-Hunts:

This entirely one-sided investigation by the MLURI has not prevented it from
destroying once and for all the ridiculous and deceitful claims made by the
Countryside Alliance and its supporters that anywhere between 3,000 and 14,000 jobs
would be lost if there was a ban on fox-hunting with hounds.  The MLURI confirms
that only 19-20 full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs would be directly lost by hunts, with a
possible additional 101-152 direct/indirect FTEs being lost from follower households,
suppliers and other "closely-associated" businesses.  These latter figures are clearly
highly questionable.  Indeed the MLURI points out that "the economic impacts of a
ban on mounted hunting are unlikely to be higher - if anything, they may be lower due
to strategic responses to the questionnaire."

The job losses claim by the “hunting householders” need to be taken with a huge
pinch of salt, particularly when it is clear that many of their employees are employed
for reasons other than hunting e.g. housekeepers, handymen, general workers etc.
Furthermore, most of the jobs involved were seasonal where employees worked for
only a small number of hours annually and earned less than £1,000 per year.  This
typically reflects the supply of young people interested in looking after horses etc.  In
some cases, the annual wage bill was so low that the calculation of the FTEs was
difficult.

In addition, drag-hunting and other forms of equestrianism were ignored from the
economics and jobs equation and the MLURI failed to offset any job losses by
exploring additional or alternative employment opportunities.
Dr Douglas Macmillan, Senior Lecturer at the Environmental and Resource
Economics Group, University of Aberdeen, in his study, After fox-hunting: the
potential for alternative employment , states:
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Jobs could also be saved and/or created as a result of growth in other
horse-related leisure activities that would be stimulated by a ban on fox-
hunting.  Horse riding is becoming increasingly popular in Scotland,
through participation in traditional activities such as hacking and pony
trekking, and in newer activities such as holiday riding courses and
endurance riding.  A ban on mounted fox-hunting could potentially
stimulate growth in both the supply of and demand for these activities.

As in the case of new horse riding ventures, the increased availability of
resources such as buildings and labour would also stimulate the growth
of other businesses: stables could be converted to office
accommodation or to craft workshops, with land and labour used in new
recreational activities.

Overall it would appear that a ban on fox-hunting is unlikely to have
any significant net impact on rural employment.  Existing evidence
suggests that many jobs would be retained by a switch to drag-hunting,
by the development of other horse-related activities and by the creation
of new rural businesses.  Indeed, it is possible that rural employment
could actually rise as a result of a ban if new uses were more labour
intensive than fox-hunting and/or demand for horse riding increased
among sections of society that are currently discouraged by the sport's
association with fox-hunting.

MLURI's reference to "closely associated businesses" is almost entirely related to
farriers/blacksmiths, livery and businesses buying and selling horses.  But why should
farriers/blacksmiths, those involved in livery and the business of buying and selling of
horses lose their jobs?  As Dr Douglas Macmillan in his report states:

Evidence to support the argument that a ban might encourage the
growth of horse riding emerges from data on horse numbers provided
by the Scottish Agricultural Census.  Data for West Lothian and
Midlothian, the former territory of the Linlithgow and Stirlingshire
Hunt, reveals that since 1991 when the hunt was disbanded, horse
numbers have increased faster than in any other area of Scotland.
Although a range of factors can influence horse ownership, the data
suggests that the demise of fox-hunting has had no long-term
detrimental effect on horse ownership and, by implication, horse-related
employment in the Lothians.

If those affected by a ban within the mounted hunts and its mounted followers are so
stubborn that they will not change to drag-hunting or other equestrian pastimes but
would rather kill their horses, then job losses are possible.

MLURI also reports that "some business sections which could be quite important in
terms of household expenditure (e.g. professional services, builders, vehicle repairers
and sales, veterinary surgeons) indicated that there would be no effects of a ban on
their employment."  In addition, farmers believe "a ban on mounted hunts would have
a very limited impact on farm costs or output.  Therefore, "minor expenditure and
employment impacts on farm businesses were ignored."
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• Hare Coursing:

Because organised hare coursing rarely takes place in Scotland, no jobs would be lost.

• Mink Hunting:

No mink-hunts are based in Scotland.

• The Scottish Hill Packs Association

The Bill specifically enables the SHPA to use its dogs to flush foxes above ground to
waiting guns to be shot.  Therefore no jobs would be lost.

MLURI did claim 10 jobs would be lost, but this was later corrected by the Scottish
Executive in a press release at the time of the reports official publication.  MLURI
surprisingly had misunderstood the contents of the Bill.

• Gamekeepers:

The MLURI in its report claims that 100.3 estate employee FTE jobs and a further
13.4 FTE's would be lost as a result of a ban on the use of terriers underground.
However, MLURI warned:

It should be borne in mind that these results are based on individual
opinion and there is a high degree of uncertainty surrounding the
responses.  We found considerable uncertainty on the part of
respondents as to the nature and magnitude of the effects.  The
interpretation of the impacts of the ban must be seen as correspondingly
imprecise at this stage.

The information on gamekeepers was derived from members of the Scottish
Landowners’ Federation (SLF), a body opposed to the Bill. From the survey on
gamekeepers it was revealed that 12% of current vermin control activities involved
the use of terriers, 70% shooting and lamping and 18% snaring and other methods.  It
was estimated that when the use of terriers underground is banned under the Bill,
shooting and lamping would increase to 82% with no change in snaring and other
methods.

As the MLURI pointed out and warned, there is considerable uncertainty as to what
the effects, if any, there will be on ground bird numbers as a result of an end to the
use of terriers underground.  Terrier work currently accounts for only 12% of the total
“vermin control measures”.  It is therefore ridiculous to claim so many job losses
based on a supposition of how effective the gamekeepers will be in controlling fox
numbers in the absence of terrier work and what effect that will ultimately have on
game-bird numbers.  When banned, more effort will be directed to shooting, lamping
and other forms of fox control.  There is every reason to believe that these methods
will be effective and that they will result in more employment opportunities/vacancies
for gamekeepers. Indeed, MLURI record that:
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Some landowners said they would increase the level of effort
(expenditure) employed in alternative control methods in an attempt to
maintain the level of control.  This would result in additional
expenditure on vermin control resulting in an increase in net
expenditure and employment in the economy.

A second alternative, particularly for low ground shoots, was to
increase the level of effort employed in directly maintaining the bird
stocks by purchasing more game-birds.  This would also increase the
level of expenditure and employment in the economy.

5.   AGRICULTURE AND PEST CONTROL:

Advocates for Animals believes that in a civilised society, if wild animals ever need
to be controlled it should be undertaken quickly and humanely as possible.

• Foxes:

It is estimated that at its peak in the Spring, the fox population of the United Kingdom
may be over 500,000.  By the winter, when mating takes place, some 300,000 foxes
will have died.  Much of this mortality will be due to natural selection i.e. the deaths
of the weakest cubs.

Experts at the University of Bristol, estimate that the pre-breeding fox population in
Scotland is 23,000.  According to the MLURI report, landowners surveyed claimed
that they killed approximately 18,000 foxes on their estates or farms each year.  This
figure is for all foxes killed regardless of method and includes foxes killed by the
mounted hunts and foot packs.

Foxes are highly adaptable and live mostly on earth worms, rodents, beetles, rabbits
and carrion.  Their diet varies considerably depending on the local environment but in
most cases the largest prey taken by the average fox will be a rabbit or weak hare.
They prey on ground nesting birds and this has led to intense persecution of foxes by
gamekeepers.  Like all animals at the top of their food chains, the fox population is
governed by the year round availability of food in a defended territory.  A fox family
usually consists of one dog fox and 1-3 vixens of which only the dominant vixen will
produce a litter.  On average 4-5 cubs are produced annually.  In areas of high human
persecution of foxes, such disruption results in an increase in fertile vixens and larger
litter sizes - a biological response which restores the population to its natural level.

Foxes can conflict with human interests such as free-range poultry farming.  This is
best dealt with by deterrence and proper protection of stock.  Killing foxes, by
whatever method, merely creates vacant territory which will quickly be filled by other
foxes.

Over the past twenty years, comprehensive scientific investigations have shown that
the fox's mythical image as a cunning, vicious, large-scale killer of lambs and poultry
is false.  For instance in the vast majority of cases, post-mortem evidence has proved
that lambs taken by foxes are likely to be either already dead or weak, non-viable
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lambs.  A five year study undertaken for the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
in Scotland revealed that whilst up to 24% of lambs in the Highlands of Scotland may
be lost through still births, malnutrition and hypothermia, only around 1% are lost to
foxes. (ref: 'Scavenging and Predation upon Sheep and Lambs in West Scotland' by R.
Hewson and A. F. Leach, Journal of Applied Ecology (1984) 121, 843-868).

Another example is a three year study of fox predation on lambs in Scotland which
found that leaving foxes in peace did not result in an increase in fox numbers or an
increase in the already small number of lambs taken. (ref: 'Predation upon Lambs by
Foxes in the Absence of Control' by R. Hewson Msc, PhD, MIBiol, Department of
Zoology, University of Aberdeen, 1990).

The results of the latest study into lamb killing by foxes were published in July 2000.
Data was collected over a four-year period from two Scottish hill farms, one in
Midlothian and another in Perthshire.  Over this period, sixteen lambs were identified
as killed by foxes and the research concluded that "fox predation is not a significant
cause of lamb mortality on hill farms and that the overall financial impact of fox
predation on lamb production is likely to be small". (ref: Fox predation as a cause of
lamb mortality on hill farms by P.C.L. White et al, Veterinary Record (2000) 147, 33-
37).

According to the MLURI report, a total of 543 foxes (including cubs) were killed on
average by mounted fox hunts in 1998/99 (54 per hunt), a figure identical to the
average over the last five years.  It is clear from the number of foxes killed annually
by the mounted hunts that this pastime in no way acts as a method of control.  It is
undertaken merely for fun and pleasure.  Fox-hunting with hounds also fails the test
set for a civilised society and as mentioned at the start of this section, that if wildlife
needs to be controlled it should be done quickly and humanely as possible.  Hunting
with dogs results in the animal being terrified in the chase and if caught, becomes a
living rope in a tug of war.

Farmers do not see the hunts as a significant factor in keeping fox numbers down.
Some farmers contacted by MLURI also shot foxes themselves, killing an average of
eight foxes per year.  These farmers stated that they would simply shoot more often if
there were no hunting.  Nearly 60% of farmers interviewed currently had other people
shooting on their land, such as keepers specifically keeping foxes under control, or
shooting clubs/syndicates that shoot for sport but will also kill foxes.  These farmers
saw expansion of these control methods as the solution to a hunt ban and this would
generally be at no, or little, extra cost to the farmers themselves.  The overall
conclusion was that a ban on mounted hunts would have a very limited impact on
farm costs or output.

It is therefore clear that mounted hunts are of no use to farmers and when a ban is in
place, the farmers will increase their shooting activities.

The MLURI records in its report that the five Scottish hill packs killed 873 adult
foxes and cubs over 438 days compared to 543 foxes killed in 580 days by ten
mounted hunts.  The total annual expenditure of the mounted hunts, according to
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MLURI, is £584,999.  Therefore it costs the mounted hunts £1,077 to kill each fox,
hardly an efficient or financially credible method of fox control - neither is it humane.

Other facts which clearly demonstrate that mounted fox-hunts are established for the
pleasure of killing and not for the purpose of controlling fox numbers (or in support of
conservation) are: that many hunts provide artificial earths in which foxes can breed
and raise their cubs; hunts make sure there are sufficient foxes left to breed at the end
of each hunting season: and that foxes are brought from other areas to bolster
populations in a heavily hunted area.

Fox-hunts claim to be a service to agriculture but in fact are the complete opposite.
Fox-hunts can be responsible for damage to stock fencing and the disturbance and
frightening of livestock.  Where a fox is causing damage and needs to be controlled,
this can be done by either shooting with an appropriate weapon or being caught in a
cage trap from where it can be humanely despatched.  It is nonsense for anyone to
suggest that the control of foxes would be seriously affected were hunting with dogs
to be banned.  Of the total amount of agricultural land in Scotland, only a small
percentage of it is hunted over with packs of dogs.  The fact is that efficient fox
control takes place on the majority of land in Scotland as and when necessary without
there being a need to resort to or require the brutal use of packs of dogs or terriers
underground.

• Hares:

Over recent decades the hare population has declined dramatically - mainly due to
intensive methods of agriculture.  The destruction of hedgerows, the advent of
monoculture, herbicides and pesticides and the more frequent use of modern farm
machinery have all contributed to this decline.  In some areas they have disappeared
altogether and this once abundant wild creature is now a rare sight in many parts of
the UK.

In Scotland, brown hares live on the open downland and farmland in the lowlands
whilst the Blue or Mountain hare lives in the mountainous areas.

Hare coursing, usually with greyhounds, has nothing at all to do with controlling the
hare population but everything to do with fun and pleasure.  The practice of hare
coursing has already been described in this paper and again, like fox-hunting it fails
the test that in a civilised society if wild animals have to be controlled, it must be done
quickly and humanely as possible.  In the case of hares this should be by shooting.
An end to hare coursing with dogs therefore will have no effect on pest control or
agriculture.

• Mink:

Mink is not a native of the British Isles but was imported into Britain to be kept in fur
farms.  Many were deliberately released by the owners during fluctuations in the fur
trade and many also escaped.  Mink are now firmly established in many of Scotland's
rivers.  Mink produce four to six young each year.
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The diet of mink are fish, birds, small mammals, frogs, toads, snails and insects.
However, domestic ducks and poultry can also be lost to mink if inadequately
protected.  Mink, like foxes, are territorial animals and where a territory becomes
vacant through the death of the resident animal another mink will quickly move in to
take its place.

Mink hunting is insignificant in terms of mink control as very few animals are killed
by this cruel method which again fails the 'test' of a civilised society.  When it is felt
mink need to be controlled, it should be done by means of the humane trap and
shooting.  There would be no consequences for agriculture and pest control were mink
hunting with dogs to be banned.

6.   MANAGEMENT AND CONSERVATION OF WILDLIFE:

It has often been claimed by those who ride to hounds that were fox-hunting banned
then the present landscape and wildlife habitats would cease to exist.  One only has to
look at the majority of other parts of Scotland and Britain where hunting with dogs
does not take place to see that this claim is spurious.  Furthermore, in pockets of land
within hunting areas where the hunt is banned by the owners, wildlife habitat still
exists and flourishes.

The damage caused to wildlife habitat by those hunting with packs of dogs is also
clear to see.  Anyone who has witnessed mounted fox-hunters drawing woods and the
disturbance caused to the other wildlife within that wood as they pursue their quarry is
considerable.  Mink-hunting with dogs also causes disturbance and damage.  As the
dogs make their way up rivers wildlife is disturbed and parts of the riverbanks torn
apart by members of the hunt in pursuit of mink.  Some banks are reinstated, others
are just left.  Protected species, such as otters are also under threat from the dogs and
could be seriously injured or killed.

Hunting with dogs plays no part in the management of foxes, hares or mink.  Not for
them the sick or injured animals since this would spoil their fun, although some will
no doubt be killed when hounds are in full cry.  Nature itself takes care of weaker
animals.  Any rogue fox, as stated previously, can be killed by shooting. Problems
with mink can be dealt with by humane traps and hares by shooting.  To claim, as the
hunters do, that they are helping to manage wildlife populations is arrant nonsense.

Part of the diet of foxes is rodents or rabbits, both of which can cause financial loss to
farmers.  Major persecution of foxes in a particular area either by shooting or hunting
with dogs could result in an increase in its prey species.  John Barrington, a shepherd
writing in The Scottish Farmer wrote:

Foxes help to conserve valuable grazing for the sheep by reducing the
population of small grazing rodents and legomorphs, which would
otherwise increase, unchecked.  It is surprising just how much grass
these wee beasties can eat.  A single tiny vole will chew its way
through 50 lbs. of food during the year.  Voles can often occur at a
density of one hundred per acre.  At this rate they will remove more
than two tonnes of grass from every acre of pasture.  On this basis, one
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fox is capable of saving more than one hundred tonnes of grass as
grazing for the hirsel.

7.   ANIMAL WELFARE:

• The Mounted Fox-Hunts:

A fox being chased by a pack of hounds suffers the terror of the chase and when
caught is savagely attacked and killed.  It is often asserted by those who hunt that the
foxes taken above ground are killed by a quick nip to the back or neck from the lead
hound in the pack, breaking the spine.  However, post-mortem and eyewitness
evidence reveal that foxes can sustain appalling injuries as they are brutally killed by
dogs.  As already stated, a recent veterinary report has shown multiple wounds to the
rear quarters of a young fox which escaped from the hounds and was taken for
treatment (The Veterinary Record, 27 February 1999).

Again, as mentioned earlier in Section 3, the "Burns Inquiry" found that in the case of
the killing of a fox by hounds above ground, "death is not always effected by a single
bite to the neck or shoulders by the leading hound resulting in the dislocation of the
cervical vertebrae.  In a proportion of cases it results from massive injuries to the
chest and vital organs.  There is a lack of firm scientific evidence about the effect on
the welfare of a fox of being closely pursued, caught and killed above ground by
hounds.  We are satisfied, nevertheless, that this experience seriously compromises
the welfare of the fox”.

Post-mortems carried out for the Inquiry by the Department of Clinical Veterinary
Science at the University of Bristol on foxes killed by hunts showed very few injuries
to the head and neck area and instead, concluded that death was caused by "massive
injuries to other vital organs."  For example:

• Cause of death:
− profound trauma by repeated dog bites;
− examination revealed little tissue damage in the head, neck and the

shoulder region;
− pronounced damage to the ribcage and thoracic organs;
−  profound damage to the abdomen;
− it is probable that trauma to the abdomen, hindquarters or chest

were the cause of death.

Horses too can suffer injuries when jumping hedgerows and barbed wire fences.
Similarly, the hounds can suffer serious injuries from barbed wire fences and can be
killed when crossing roads and railways lines as they sometimes do, when in full cry
or out of control.

According to MLURI in its report, the ten hunts currently meet the cost of
maintaining 69 horses and 650 hounds.  MLURI was informed by the "hunt" that 28
horses would be sold and 23 destroyed.  The remaining 18 would be retained.  Five
hundred and eighty four of the hounds would be killed.
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The "hunting householders" keep a total of 1,641 horses either on their properties or at
livery.  This averages 4.6 horses per household.  Of these, it is claimed that 913 are
kept principally for hunting and another 134 are kept for the breeding of hunters.
When asked about the effect of a ban, the "hunting householders" responded by
saying 440 horses would be sold, 320 killed and 28 disposed of in other ways, gifts
etc.

So much for the caring hunts and their supporters who "love" their horses and dogs
and would do "nothing to harm their animals."  The horses could be used for other
equestrian events including drag-hunting, point-to-point or simply hacking out.  Either
these individuals are as callous as they seem or it is yet just another threat by them.
As a last resort, the Scottish SPCA, National Canine Defence League and the dog-
loving members of the public should be given an opportunity to re-home the dogs.

There are numerous documented cases of domestic pets being killed by hounds.  At
the close of the last hunting season which ended in March, a cat (belonging to a
widow) was attacked and killed by hounds.  The RSPCA is considering a prosecution.

Again, as stated elsewhere in this document, livestock can also suffer, for example
when hounds run through herds of cattle and sheep and this is particularly stressful for
pregnant animals.

• The use of terriers underground

The terriers which are put down earths to attempt to 'bolt' the fox because the animal
refuses to move, perhaps because it is either physically incapable or is defending its
cubs, can also suffer serious injuries.  Often, a subterranean battle between the fox
and terrier takes place underground resulting in appalling injuries for both terrier and
fox.

As mentioned earlier in Section 3, the "Burns Inquiry" found that where a fox is
prevented from escaping by a terrier, this will have "adverse welfare implications"for
the animal.  That "fights do sometimes occur during digging-out or bolting."  The
Inquiry team was "satisfied that the activity of digging out and shooting a fox
involves a serious compromise of its welfare, bearing in mind the often protracted
nature of the process and the fact that the fox is prevented from escaping."

Again several post-mortems were carried out on behalf of the Committee by the
Department of Clinical Veterinary Science at the University of Bristol.  For example,
the post-mortem of a fox which had been hunted and went to ground and was then
dug-out after 25 minutes and shot revealed:

− multiple bite wounds on the face and the top of the head;
− damage to the right eye;
− bite wounds, haemorrhage and oedema in the region of the larynx

and lower neck

There is also the welfare issue of sending a dog underground or in upland and remote
areas, into a rock cairn or the crevices of a bare rock outcrop.   Once inserted, if
anything goes wrong e.g. the dog gets stuck, it could be impossible to dig to it by
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hand or inaccessible for machinery.  There are documented cases of such a scenario.
Unless the dog frees itself then it will starve to death.

• Hare Coursing:

Hares, as with all animals hunted and attacked by dogs, suffer the terror of the
chase and when caught, become a living rope in a tug-of-war as they are pulled
and torn between the dogs.  With coursing, the hare's agony may last several
minutes, depending on how quickly the handlers reach the dogs.   The hare is
more often than not still alive and screaming before being taken from the dogs
and having its neck broken.

As mentioned earlier (Section 3), the "Burns Inquiry" after reviewing the
evidence were satisfied "that being pursued, caught and killed by dogs during
coursing seriously compromises the welfare of the hare.  It is clear, moreover,
that, if the dog or dogs catch the hare, they do not always kill it quickly.  There
can sometimes be a significant delay, in "driven" coursing, before the "picker up"
reaches the hare and dispatches it (if it is not already dead).  In the case of
"walked up" coursing, the delay is likely to be even longer."

The "Burns Inquiry" arranged for post-mortems to be carried out by the
Department of Clinical Veterinary Medicine, University of Cambridge, on a
number of hares killed during organised coursing events.  Injuries to the hares by
the dogs before death mercifully intervened included:

− broken ribs;
− punctured lungs;
− skin tearing and muscle damage;
− severe traumatic lesions;
− exposed tendons;
− exposed femurs;
− haemorrhaging;
− displaced kidneys;
− lumbar vertebrae fractures;
− puncture wounds.

Many of the hares were heavily pregnant or lactating.

• Mink-hunting with Dogs:

Mink also suffer the terror of the chase.  They may be prodded with sticks or have
stones thrown at them in an effort to dislodge them from a tree.  They may have
sticks poked in at them if they seek refuge in a hole in a riverbank.  They can be
savagely attacked by the pack of hounds. Terriers can hunt them underground in
an attempt to 'bolt' them from their refuge.

Both hounds and terriers can also suffer serious injuries during hunting.
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As mentioned earlier (Section 3), the "Burns Inquiry" in relation to the welfare
implications of hunting mink with hounds found "that being closely pursued,
caught and killed by hounds, or being dug out or bolted, seriously compromises
the welfare of the mink."

Other legal methods used to control wild mammals include snaring, live trapping
and shooting. However, live trapping and shooting undertaken correctly can be a
quick and humane method of controlling wild mammals should control be
necessary.

8.   SOCIAL AND CULTURAL LIFE OF THE COUNTRYSIDE:

Opinion polls time and time again show that the majority of the population of
Scotland, both urban and rural, oppose hunting with dogs. (Latest MORI poll in June
2000 shows 75% opposed). Even in areas where mounted hunts exist many oppose
their activities with a considerable number in small villages frightened to speak out as
they fear the backlash from those who hunt.  There is real tension in these rural
communities.

Hunting with dogs is not just about animal cruelty it is also about standards of human
decency.  If Scotland is to call itself a civilised society, it must rid itself of the brutal
and barbaric pastime of hunting with dogs.  Advocates for Animals is an animal
welfare organisation attempting to end animal abuse throughout the world.  When, for
example, we support efforts to end bullfighting, we are often told by the Spanish to
put our own house in order first and get rid of hunting with dogs which they quite
rightly consider to be cruel.

Hunting with dogs is no longer acceptable to the majority of people living in Scotland
and other parts of Britain and as a tradition should be condemned to the history books.

The social part of mounted fox hunting could still continue were hunts to move away
from using dogs to chase and kill wild animals.  If they turned to drag or bloodhound
hunting nothing should be lost other than the terror and death of a wild animal.

As mentioned earlier, the latest report by Dr Douglas Macmillan of the University of
Aberdeen - 'After Fox-hunting: The Potential for Alternative Employment' -
highlighted the case of disbandment of the Linlithgow and Stirlingshire Hunt in 1991
and the effect which it had on horseriding and the rural community.  This study
suggests that rural employment could actually increase following a ban as more
people are attracted to alternative equestrian pursuits.  Horse numbers in the former
hunt's locale have increased faster than in any other area of Scotland and the demise
of fox-hunting, has had no long term detrimental effect on horse ownership and by
implication, horse related employment in the former hunt's area of operation.

As Macmillan's report also points out, most hunting horses are not just kept purely for
hunting but are used in a wide variety of other activities.  It is plausible that demand
for horse riding could increase amongst sections of society that are currently
discouraged by the sports association with fox-hunting.
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We are yet to hear of any convincing case as to why any equestrian activities
currently linked to hunting e.g. point-to-point, should end as a result of a ban on
hunting wild mammals with dogs.

The suggestion that has been made by supporters of hunting that we should give due
consideration to the importance of hunting with dogs should it be shown that its
continuance would preserve local amenities such as village halls and pubs is amazing.
Animal cruelty and appalling standards of human behaviour have no place in a
modern Scotland.  For example, were the slave trade, the use of soot boys, bear
baiting and cock fighting shown to preserve village halls and pubs would we have
retained them?  We think not.

9. CONCLUSIONS:

• Legislation is long overdue which will bring to an end the brutal and barbaric
practice of deliberately using dogs to chase, terrify, attack, cause suffering to and
kill wild mammals.

• In a modern and civilised Scotland, this intolerable treatment of wild mammals
must not be allowed to continue.

• The majority of the public in Scotland, both urban and rural, have time and time
again called for an end to hunting with dogs.

• A ban will have minimal effect on employment or the economy of Scotland.

• Under the proposed legislation, the control of wild mammals, when necessary,
will still be able to continue as will other forms of country pursuits e.g. rough
shooting.

• Advocates for Animals fully supports the Protection of Wild Mammals
(Scotland) Bill.

Advocates for Animals
Edinburgh
9 August 2000


